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• Where we’ve been and what changes we’ve made
• Where we are now – the roadmap
• Where we’re heading in the short-term – next 6 months
• Where we’re heading in the long-term – beyond 2018

AGENDA
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When we talk about RefWorks we are referring to three 
separate products that have evolved over time.
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The interpretation of our messages might look like this….
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To simplify our message, we are focusing on the 
following user themes in 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority themes – Writing, Librarian Tools and Import and Discovery



Our #1 priority is to improve what is already in the 
market and what is released to our users.
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“How” we are achieving this is as important as “What” we 
aim to achieve

Focusing on fixing what 
is in the NRW

Defining agile process, roles & 
responsibilities

Better planning, improved 
automated testing for each 

release

This will ultimately drive a meaningful improvement in NRW’s quality.



Our development roadmap is designed to deliver the most 
needed features and improvements that will enable librarians 
and users to move from Legacy to New

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority themes – Writing, Librarian Tools and Import and DiscoveryWRITING: Updates to Word as mentioned in upcoming release, Compatibility with all versions of MS Word, Moving seamlessly from Legacy to New, updates to Google Doc add-in LIBRARIAN TOOLS: Creating a rich set of admin Tools, updates to the support site including videos, simplified password self-recovery, reporting, and the ability to have multiple accounts to one email login and to switch between them, including moving existing multiple accounts from legacy to new.  Multiple accounts is tricky, as it relates to many aspects from moving to NRW from LRW, but also rights, sharing, word plugins, etc.  IMPORT + DISCOVERY – Multiple attachments, as mentioned in upcoming release, and improving it even more, Global edit and PDF improvements as mentioned in upcoming release, PDF improvements to recognizing elements, sorting the in folders or searches improvements especially from non-English documents, QuickCite and One-line Cite, improvements to deduplication, and public sharing of folders.  As well as and fixes to the Reader.



Collect + Import

- I can Import PDFs and 
other content into New 
RefWorks without bugs

- Make edits across 
thousands of my 
documents

- Enable uploading and use 
of content with diacritical 
characters

Manage + Access

- Get real time reports on my 
institution’s users

- Allow me to manage user 
access for my institution

- Ensure that RW is Counter 
Compliant

- Save my time by letting users 
recover their own password 

Share + Collaborate

- Ensure my users ae respecting 
copyright permissions when 
sharing in and outside of my 
institution

Export + Cite

- Allow me to easily switch from 
Write N Cite to RefWorks Citation 
Manager add-in

- Make Write N Cite + RefWorks 
Citation Manager work with my 
op system

- Make sure my accessibility 
needs for Add-ins and Plug-ins 
are met

Faster import, more reliable, higher performance

Our roadmap for 2017 in other words
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
C+I – Importer and infra ; global edit; diacriticalsM+A – Legacy GA reports; NRW DB reports; 



• Word RCM 2016 fixes
• Multiple Attachments
• PDF improvements
• Global Edit
• Updated Videos to Support Site

Q1 Releases – Focus on improving quality & 
performance
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• Launched:
• Fixed issue where Word would insert newline 

characters before and after a citation.
• Fixed issue where text in the citation or bibliography 

which was Chinese, Japanese, or other extended 
character sets would not render properly 

• Fixed issue where the citations and bibliography 
would be a different font/size than the doc’s text

• Fixed issue that occurred in the December MS 
update of Word which prevented citations from 
being inserted.

• Under development:
• Fixing an issue where citations changed in 

RefWorks do not synchronize with Word.

RCM Word 2016
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Word before 
fix
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After fix



• Launched:
• ability to add more than 

one file to a reference. 
• ability to add any file 

type to a reference.
• fixed numerous bugs in 

the related code so that 
file upload works better.

• Under development:
• importing multiple 

attachments from 
RefWorks and other 
reference managers.

• Minor bugs

Multiple Attachments
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what a reference looks like in edit mode



• Launched:
• Improved infrastructure to better handle 

volume of PDFs; resulting in fewer PDFs stuck 
in analyzing.

• Fixed issues that would cause PDFs to be 
stuck analyzing.

• Fixed issues that would cause PDFs to render 
incorrectly.

• Under development:
• Data mapping all types of PDFs

PDF improvements



New RefWorks Support Videos



• Squashing all critical Write N Cite bugs
• Enabling users to move from WnC in Legacy to New, RCM from 

Legacy to New, and WnC in Legacy to RCM in New. This will help 
users transition to New.

• Further updates to RCM (this is the future for MS and RW)
• Updates to Google Docs
• Improving the way that users can recover their passwords
• Updating Multiple Attachments so that Legacy Users can move 

seamlessly to New
• Improvements to search and performance

Key improvements in the next 6 
months



Looking to the future – a migration timetable 
that puts you in charge

• Baccalaureate 
and Associate 2017

• Masters and 
Doctoral2018

• Retire 
Legacy?2019

Institutions remain free to 
decide their best timing, i.e. 
Summer or winter breaks. 

Help institution determine best 
time to move by analyzing the 
Institutions’ current use of Legacy 
and their user base.



• Never stop improving RefWorks core reference management 
functionality–Never

• Deeper integration with other PQ Products – Simplifying
• Make RefWorks more supportive of the Library’s mission –

engagement analytics
• Make RefWorks even more helpful for researchers - collaboration

Looking to the future – New RefWorks for librarians 
and researchers



Twitter Last 30 Days
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Create Group

Search Databases

The RefWorks vision: PQ content within the RefWorks UI
Starting in RefWorks: Search the PQ Platform 
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User Benefits:

• Offers discovery of subscribed 
full-text without leaving 
RefWorks and a simple way 
to download full-text to users 
RefWorks library

1. Search PQP Platform inside 
RW Navigation UI

2. Search PQ Platform directly

1

2

Exploratory



The RefWorks vision will enable full functioning NRW capabilities within the PQ Platform

© 2017 ProQuest – The information contained in these documents is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient and may not be used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of ProQuest

Starting on PQP Signing into MyRefWorks connects PQP users with their existing New RefWorks account.  Users can 
save and view their articles directly from within the PQ Platform
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User Benefits:

• Connect citation and reference 
management capabilities where 
users discover PQ content

• Offer ability to share / save PQ 
content to RW account without 
leaving PQP

• Uniform citation styles for all 
PQP users at the institute

1. Signing in - logs the PQP user 
into their RW account

2. PQP users can download full-
text from PQP directly into their 
RW library

RefWork
s

1

RefWorks

2

Exploratory
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Librarian Benefits
• Understanding users’ information seeking behavior and 

information discovery patterns
• Assessing the usage of the Discovery Systems, unit web 

pages and other web-based services
• Streamline reporting and data intelligence for the Library
• Reduce staff time and resources so assessment and IT staff 

can utilize expertise in other areas
• Understand collection use and circulation locations:

• Provide Library-wide capability to react rapidly for 
acquiring collections

• Provide a basis for Library-wide adaptation into newly 
emerging topics

• Providing Library-wide and unit specific understanding 
of topical and collection trends

• With budget cuts looming, reliable reporting features 
and options for visualization will help the Library assert 
its importance in university activity, and better 
understand how to allocate limited resources based on 
need

• Solves visualization support

Our vision will provide new engagement analytics for librarians
Within RefWorks - Interactive Usage Analytics, sorted by the last 90 days for graduate students across all disciplines and departments.

[Employing] new tools (e.g., visualization, predictive analysis), untapped (or undertapped) 
data sources (EZProxy logs),… leveraging … tools 
(Committee, ACRL Research Planning and Review, 2016)

Exploratory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been a remarkable shift to the incorporation and integration of more continuous, ongoing, flexible, and sustainable review of collections rather than ad-hoc project-based modelslibraries have established new collection analyst positions, employed new tools (e.g., visualization, predictive analysis), untapped (or undertapped) data sources (EZProxy logs), and the leveraging of external partners and actors, such as consortia and non-profit consultants and tools15 and Ithaka S+R’s What to Withdraw Tool.16 (Committee, ACRL Research Planning and Review, 2016)http://crln.acrl.org/content/77/6/274.full
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Image of analytics in RW

Librarian Benefits
• Better understand what their patrons 

require for improved learning and 
research outcomes. 

• Identify content gaps; easier curation, 
reducing much of the risk involved in 
the decision-making process for 
accessing new content.

• Evidence that librarians are truly 
valuable to teaching and research, an 
integral part of the institution, and 
invested in common objectives.

Within RefWorks – Dashboard of Usage Analytics for e-journals including collection use offering new levels of visibility 
beyond downloads, capturing and sharing of “off-platform” content usage like ScienceDirect or Wiley.

These analytics will provide collection usage insights for librarians

[A] remarkable shift to the incorporation and integration of more continuous, ongoing, flexible, and sustainable review of collections 
… “Rightsizing” the collection has become a norm.14 There is an increasing need to establish more holistic and agile approaches 
(both qualitative and quantitative) to manage budgetary constraints (Committee, ACRL Research Planning and Review, 2016)

Exploratory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[A] remarkable shift to the incorporation and integration of more continuous, ongoing, flexible, and sustainable review of collections … “Rightsizing” the collection has become a norm.14 There is an increasing need to establish more holistic and agile approaches (both qualitative and quantitative) to manage budgetary constraints  http://crln.acrl.org/content/77/6/274.full



Adding more collaboration capabilities improves efficiencies for our users
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Create Group

User Benefits:
• Single-tool collaboration on 

collecting, managing, and 
writing allows for simple 
management of a project, 
whether it be research or 
educational.

1. Create a group within RW
2. Define the type of group, e.g. 

Research Group, Masters 
Project, or Academic 
Collaboration

3. Define whether this is a public 
or private group

4. Share folders of content and 
receive notifications of 
changes to the group folder 
contents.

Within RefWorks – User creates a group or team to work on a project collaboratively. 

1 24

3

Collaboration is a top priority among 
library administrators, faculty and 
students. (Committee, ACRL Research 
Planning and Review, 2016)

Exploratory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the influence on the learning process of social media and social networking and call on librarians to acknowledge these interactive digital and networked social resources and learning spaces and their meanings of enabling learners to collaborate, participate, produce, and share…. Collaboration, teamwork, and communication were among the most common skills across all position descriptions. Job seekers are encouraged to keep abreast of emerging technologies, data analysis and visualization, and geographic information systems.43 (Committee, ACRL Research Planning and Review, 2016)



Annex
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority themes – Writing, Librarian Tools and Import and DiscoveryWRITING: Updates to Word as mentioned in upcoming release, Compatibility with all versions of MS Word, Moving seamlessly from Legacy to New, updates to Google Doc add-in LIBRARIAN TOOLS: Creating a rich set of admin Tools, updates to the support site including videos, simplified password self-recovery, reporting, and the ability to have multiple accounts to one email login and to switch between them, including moving existing multiple accounts from legacy to new.  Multiple accounts is tricky, as it relates to many aspects from moving to NRW from LRW, but also rights, sharing, word plugins, etc.  IMPORT + DISCOVERY – Multiple attachments, as mentioned in upcoming release, and improving it even more, Global edit and PDF improvements as mentioned in upcoming release, PDF improvements to recognizing elements, sorting the in folders or searches improvements especially from non-English documents, QuickCite and One-line Cite, improvements to deduplication, and public sharing of folders.  As well as and fixes to the Reader.
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